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Our Specialist
Scott Earrey joined McTear Williams & Wood as a Manager in 2020. He is an 
experienced adviser to individuals encountering financial difficulties with over 
25 years’ experience dealing with all types and sizes of cases providing creative 
insolvency advice. 

In particular Scott specialises in dealing with complex individual voluntary 
arrangements and bankruptcies providing bespoke solutions, in marked contrast to 
the one size fits all that dominates the personal insolvency sector.

The majority of Scott’s career has been spent in East Anglia in Ipswich, Norwich 
and Cambridge.

How we can help you
Personal financial difficulties can quickly become overwhelming. We understand 
those pressures and can help navigate the best course to address these. We never 
judge but offer impartial, independent and completely confidential advice.

Our focus is on advising company directors and individuals with complex 
financial affairs who face personal financial difficulties often arising from failed 
business activities.
 
Personal insolvency does not have to result in bankruptcy. With early intervention 
and professional advice finances can be restructured and creditor pressure can 
be managed. Whatever the issue rest assured we can:

 n Help you to understand the most realistic, viable and appropriate options 
 n Carry out an assessment of your individual circumstances 
 n Provide solutions to relieve the stress 
 n Provide a sympathetic and sensitive approach 
 n Provide free initial impartial advice 
 n Advise you on the different types of personal insolvency processes 
 n  Align personal financial advice with your business’s financial situation 

to assess the bigger picture.

For a free of charge with no obligation initial consultation contact Scott Earrey on 
freephone 0800 085 5070 or email scottearrey@mw-w.com or visit www.mw-w.com 
for more information.
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...the leading business rescue and insolvency specialists in East Anglia and across London


